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WE shall feel indebted to correspondents who will forward us local
papers containing reports of proceedings of Boards of Guardians and
Boards of Health, medical appointments and trials, hospital and
society meetings, importanit inquests, or other matters of medical
interest.

BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL.
SATURDAY, MAY 30TH, i868.

THE BUSINESS OF THE GENERAL MIEDICAL
COUNCIL: SESSION i868.

THE Medical Cotuncilwill not, so far as is at present apparent,
have many matters of important business before them this
year; so it will be the more possible for them to discuss with
earnestness and attention some questions which are likely to
arise. Medical Education, if not set on a satisfactory footing,
has yet been very greatly iMproved by the efforts of the Council;
so far as improvement could be expected by a body which, after
all, and with its many merits and virtues, is littlemzore than a

precipitate of corporations strained through the narrow sieve of
councils. If any further considerable improvement is to be ex-

pected, it is probably by a re-examination of principles such as

the Medical Teachers' Association have now inhand a dis-
cussion howi, far medical teaching in the schools can be wvith
advantage freed from the added labours involved in teaching
the ordinary alphabet of science, which should be a part of
common teaching; and how far the cause of education may be

liberated from the strict bonds of elaborate curricula without
introducing compressed cramming, in lieu of the orderl-, sys-
tematic, and clinical teaching, whiclh afford a peimanent and
useful training for the practitioner. These questions were all
touched with a masterly hand byM\Ir. Lowe last week, wvhose
general conclusions obviously tend in favour of the conclusions
which we lhave before expressed more than once in these
columns, in favour of preliminary scientific education; the libera-
tion, but not the abolition, of cuirricula of study; and the dimi-
nution, by consolidation, of the number of medical schools. The
Medical Council can, however, hardly be expected to take in
hand these questions-nor is it desirable that they should do
so-until the teachers have themselves discussed them more

freely and thoroughlly in their less expensive, but not less com-
petent, conclave. When they have ftully made up their minds
about them, or have arrived at any kind of definite conclusion
which they may be in a position to submit to the 'Medical
Council, and, we may add, when other than the metropolitan
teachers have made up their minds about them, then it wvill be

necessary for the 'Medical Council to reconsider some of the

principles of education. Hitherto they have lbeen legislating
chiefly and utsefully as to details; and, in respect to further le-
-gislation, they will uinquestionably do well to await that ex-

pression of educated public opinion wlhich is the best guide to

all successful administrative action.
Education temporarily removed from the arena, and the

Pharmacbzofzia settled, two principal matters of dissertation are

gone. But there are other two which will require serious at-

tention, if we mistake not. The one is, the question of the direct

representation of the profession in the Council, which was

raised by Mr. Husband in Committee of Council and at the
British Medical Association meetingr at Dtublin last year. A

communication was last year addressed to the Home Secre-
tary on the subject. At the meeting of the Association at
Dublin, the principle was carried by a very large majority; and
an independent movement, setQn foot byMr.MIacgowan, has
afforded further evidence that the feeling is not confined to
members of the profession within our Association. This matter
will come before the IMedical Council this year in a form whith
will, of necessity, command its attention. There are very few,
if any, members of the General MIedical Council who are not
members of ouir British Medical Association; our President
and President-elect are among the most respected councillors;
Sir Dominic Corrigan, the Orator in Medicine at the great
Dublin meeting, took occasion to express a warm adherence to
principles which are involved in this question; and the Council
will have to consider whether (probably by committee) it can-
not devise a plan for the improvement of its constitution and
representative character. It is, as Mr. Lowe says, "dreadfully
expensive", very cumbrous and slow in action, too numerous for
executive action, and too imperfectly constituted to be consi-
dered as an adequate representative and deliberative body.
These are not the faults of the Council, but of those who con-
stituted it; and the most posing question which they will have
to put to the deputation who will urge the subject of direct re-
presentation upon them will be, not wlho is to find the funds,
wlhich we apprehend that we sufficientty answered in a recent.
article-and as to which the Committee of the Association sug-
gest another solution which appears to us of superfluous libe-
rality but what is to be the miachinery of election, the mode
of voting and scrutiny, matters of difficulty and cost in a con-
stitulency of eighteen thousand spread over the three kingdoms,
as the more limited eNperience of the universities has shown;
and what is to be the ultimate mode of action of the Council so
enlarged.
The other imporLanit question is, the institution of examina-

tions and degrees in State Medicine- a subject which Dr.,
Acland has already once put upon the paper, in which the pro-
ceedings of our State Medicine Committee and the growth of
public opinion fully justify his persistence, and on which we trust-
he will not fail to secure an attentive hearing in the Council.

PIHYSIOLOGICAL CHEMNISTRY OF THE BLOOD.
AN impor-tant mLiemoir upon the action of nitrites upon the blood by Dr.
Artllur Gamgee was read at a recent meeting of the Royal Society.
Whether we consider the intrinsic importance of the suibject, or the ad-
mirable methods of research which have of late years been employed in
the sttudy, we cannot help concluding that throughout the whole range
of physiological chemistry no more interesting results lhave been ob-
tained than those which relate to the chemical and physiological pro-
perties of blood colouring matter.
The blood colouring matter-or, as it is now termed, hxmoglobin-

retains, in a state of loose chemical combination, a certain quantity of
oxygen gas; it is this oxygen which can be removed from blood by
boiling it in a Torricellian vacuum, which is abstracted from it when re-
ducing agents act upon it, and which can be expelled by the action
either of carbonic oxide or niitric oxide gases. The crystalline form
ofh=emoglobin is characteristic; and, when light which has been passed
through its crvstals, or their solution is subjected to spectrum-analysis,
it is found that the spectrum is one clharacteristic and beautiful, possess-
ing two very sharp absorption bancds in the yellow and green portions of
the spectrum.

HWemoglobin may be deprived of its loose oxygen; and, if suitable
precautions be observed, crystals of a substance may be obtained which
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possess the same crystalline form as the oxygenised substance, but which
present the spectrum first described by Professor Stokes as that of re-
duced cruorine. Since the time when Stolces stated the facts wlhich led
him to believe that the colouring matter of the blood is like indigo,
capable of existing in two states of oxidation, distinguishlable by a dif-
ference in colour and a fundamental differenice in the action on the
spectrum, and that it might be made to pass from the more to the less
oxidised state by the action of suitable reducing agents, and to recover
its oxygen by absorption from the air, the less oxygenised substances
hiave, thanks to the labours of IHoppe-Seyler, been separated.

Besides the oxygenised lbremioglobin, and the substance free from
oxygen, we now know of compounds in which the loose oxygen has been
thrust out and replaced by a molecule of carbonic oxide anid of nitric
oxide respectively. It is owing to the formation of the former compound,
that carbonic oxide and charcoal fumes exert a rapidly fatal action.
These compounds of the blood colouring matter maybe obtained in the
form of crystals, wvhich are undistinguishable from those of normal hlemo-
globin. In addition to the substances which possess the specific property
of replacing the loosely combined oxygen of hlemoglobin, it now ap-
pears, from the researches of Dr. Gamgee in this country, and of
Hoppe-Seyler andPlreyer in Germany, that there exists another class
of agents which exert a peculiar action upon the oxidised colouring
matter and enter inito actual combination with it. Preyer and Iloppe-
Seyler have recently shewn that, when prussic acid or cyanide of po-
tassium is added to blood, it actually attaches itself to the oxidised
blood colouring matter, so that the latter may be crystallised out, and
may thus be made, on distillation, to yield hydrocyanic acid. The de-
scriptions of Preycr and Hoppe-Seyler are, it is true, discrepant in many
important particulars, yet they leas-e no doubt as to the existence of
compounds of the oxidised blood colouring matter with prussic acid and
cyanide of potassium. Dr. Gamngee niow slhows, in the most conclusive
manner, that any nitrite, when added to the blood, leads to a peculiar
alteration in its colour and to peculiar changes in the spectrulml. Tlhis,
he proves, is due to the specific action of nitrites on hTemoglobin; he
has obtained the compounds of haemoglobin with nitrate of amyl, po-
tassiutm, sodium, in a perfectly crystalline condition. These compounds
are all amorphous witlh the normal blood colouring matter, although
they possess the spectrum characteristic of blood treated with nitrites.
As a result of this combination of the nitrite with the oxidised blood
colouring matter, Dr. Gamgee shows that the loose oxygen of blood is
not removed, yet it is, as it were, blocked up; for it can no longer be
obtained by boiling in a Torricellian vacuum, nor can it be thrust out by
carbonic acid. Yet the action of some cheniical agents appears instantly
to break up the new compound, and again to set free the oxygenised
blood colouring matter.
The interest which these new results possesses is very great; for, if

condensed bodies, such as prussic acid, cyanide of potassium, and the
iiitrites, enter into actual chemical combination with haemoglobin, it is
more than likely that other similarly constituted bodies may act in like
manner.

TEN thousanid poulnds have beeni subscribed in Sydney with 'great ra-
pidity towards the Albert Hospital, in memory of the Duke of Edin-
burgh's escape from the attack of the assassin O'Ferrall, and in token
of the deep synmpathy of the colonists with His Royal Highness, and
their indignation at the outrage.

WE understand that Dr. Hood has applied for the office of Treasurer
to Bethlehem Hospital. It is also stated that, in the event of a vacancy
occurring in the Chancellor's Visitorship in Lunacy, Dr. Lockhart
Robertson of Hayward's Heath will offer himself as a candidate.

MR. LE GROS CLARK commences his course of lectures on the Dia-
gnosis of Visceral Diseases at the College of Surgeons on Monday, at
four o'clock. 'They will be continued on Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday.

As in the London College of Surgeons lately, the Examiners of the
College of Surgeonis of Ireland earned white gloves at the last Senior
Class Examination for all the candidates; 29 were passed.

DR. MACLAGAN has been appointed Surgeon-General to the Royal
Companiy of Archers, Queeni's Body Guard for Scotland, in succession
to Dr. Burt, deceased.

THiE date of the dinner to Sir Williamii Jenner, given by the professors
and former students of University College, is fixed for Thursday, June

itlh, instead of Friday, the I2th, as was stated last week.

TIIE LIST OF TIIE WOUNDED IN ABYSSINIA.

W\E are eniabled to state the following particulars with reference to the
fifteen men (including two officers) wounded in the British part of the
Abyssinian force. It will be remembered that Theodore's troops at-
tacked us on the ioth April. Six men of the 4th Regiment were
wounded then, with Captain Roberts; five of these were injuries from
rifle-balls, the officer's wound being from one of these striking and
perforating the left elbow-joint. On the 13tll, the occasion of the assault
of Miagdala, seven men and one officer were wounded; the latter was

Major Pritchard, of the Royal Engineers, who sustained an insignifi-
cant injury of the right shoulder from a splinter, but not at all an in-
significant contusion of that part and the arm. Of the seven men
wounded, three were from gunshot, one from a lance or sword, and
three were otherwise injured. The w%vounds were miiainly those of the
extremities. Some were flesh-woulds merely; others inijuries to, or
fractures of, bone. Compared with what we know of the character and
amount of the wounds in European warfare, our army may be fairly
congratulated. If no pyaemic or other symptoms secondaiy to gunshot
wounds appear, which there is no reason to expect where the number of
woundecl is so small and the care and attention so great, we may expect
the patients to make good recoveries. The foregoing account does not,
of course, include the wounded of the Indian section of the Abyssinian
expeditionary force.

THE CONTAGIOUS DISEASES ACT.
WE have been favoured with returns from the Royal Albert 1-Iospital,
Devonport, which slhow that, since the opening of the riew wards
and the more careful administration of the Contagious Diseases Act,
the reduction in invaliding of the naval and military forces stationedl
there has been marked. The following are the figures for the four
months of the present year now passed through. In January, of 10,498
men in port, there were 90 diseased; in March, with 10,550, there were
75; and in April, with IO,635, there were 69-a reduction of percentage
from .853 to .648.

FANIINE-TYPHUS.
WE learn that fever in an epidemic form has brokeni out in somle of the
sea-port towns of Finland, and that the outbreak is attributed to the
recent famine in that province.

SCOTTISH- UNIVERSITIES FRANCHISE.
ONLY those doctors of medicine who have as matriculated students of
the University regularly attended classes in any of the Faculties of the
University of Edinhurgh during four complete sessions have, hitherto,
been members of the General Council. With the passing of the Scotch
Reform Bill, which may n1ow be looked upon as a fait accomtpi, all
doctors of medicine of the University will acquire seats in the Council,
and they will, therefore, take a part in the election of Chancellor, as
well as of the University representative in Parliament. It would appear
that a large number of qualified graduates have either failed to enter
their names in the register of the Council, or are in alrears of their sub-
scriptions, thus disqualifying themselves for the present. All such as
wish to take part in the important elections which will shortly occur
should lose no time in seeing that they are duly registered as members
of the General Council.
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THE SWINEY LECTURES.

SUBSEQUENTLYto the appointment of Dr. T. Spencer Cobbold, F.R.S.,
to this chair, the trustees of the British Museumhave consented to the
proposal that the first course should be given at Edinburglh during the
months of November and December. Permission is being soulght for
their delivery at the NationalM useum of Science and Art adjoining
the College. It is understood that the course willhlave an essen-
tially popular and educational character-the professor selecting for
hiis subject"The Chronology of the Organic Series", or, in other
wvords, the geological distribution of plants and animals. I

1IIE ACTION OF QUININE.
No researclhes could well have created greater scientific inlterest thani
those by which Dr. Bence Jones some time since pointed out and in-
vestigated the existence in the humani body of a substance closely re-
sembling quinine in fluorescence, possessing all its optical qualities and
answering to its chemical tests. He showed at the same time that the
tissues yielded a more intense fluorescence after the administration of
quinine. This seemed at once to suggest a most interesting solution of
the "specific" virtues of vegetable quinine in febrile, agueish, and other
forms of disease. Drs. Rhoads and Pepper, following out the line of
investigation,havemade twelve carefully conducted observations, in
wlhich they have examined the blood in agueish fevers. They conclude
(Pennsylvania ZkospitalRe.ports) that there is a close connection between
the diminution of animal quinoidine and malarial disease. A short
time, they say, appears to effect marked reduction in the normal amount
of fluorescent substance; and it may, they think, be confidently inferred
that it is not essential for fully formed febrile paroxysms to occur in
order to produce this peculiar effect. It remains for furtlher investiga-
tioni to confirm these interesting results, andl to ascertain whether such
dliminution of animal quinoidine is produced by other causes thani the
mnalarial poisoIn.

PREVENTION OF CONTAGIOUS DISEASE.
TIlE Lords' Committee on the Extension of the Contagiou.s Diseases
Act to the Civil Population is sitting from day to day and is taking evi-
dence. The sittings are private. The following is a list of the Com-
mittee, as finally constituted. Dukes of Somerset and Cleveland; Earls
Nelson, Longford, Devon, and De Grey; Viscounts Lifford, Temple-
town, Sidmouth, and Middleton; Lords Dufferin and Penrhyn. On
the first day, Mr. Berkeley Hill was examined for about anhour, and
will be examined again. Sir H. Storks, Mr. Veasey, Dr. Leonard, and
Mr. Mallalieu, the Superintendent of Police inI1er Miajesty's Dock-
yards, have also been examined.

MR. TORRENSS'S HEALTII OFFICERS.
TIIE Artizans' Dweilings Bill ofMr. Torrens has beeni referred to a
Select Commnittee of Lords. Mr. M'Cullagh Torrens has written to
Mr. Ernest Hart to say that he should not object to a limitation of the
at present nondescript and non-medical class of "officers of health"
created by the Act, to district Poor-lawmedical officers, with proper ad-
ditional remuneration, and to medical officers of health specially so-
called under the existing Health Acts. Dr. Stewart took occasion, at
the recent deputation on State Medicine, to lay this matter very ear-
nestly before the President of the Privy Council; and public attention
has now, we trust, been sufficiently arrested by the action in this
matter which originated with the representations of Dr. Rumsey to the
State Medicine and Parliamentary Committees of the British Medical
Association, to prevent those offices of health being given to nondescript
inspectors of nuisances.

THE WORKSHOPS REGULATION ACT.
DR. C. J. B. ALDIS, Medical Officer of Health for St. George's, has
instituted a second prosecution-against a dressmaker in Bruton Street,
for employing young women beyond the legal hours of work (after
four on Saturday). Mr. Knox imposed a fine of twenty shillings and
costS.

NAVAL DISCIPLINE.
THiE JArny antdN avy Gacetle states that, after due deliberation, the
Lords of the Admiraltyhave decidedon retaining Commodore Raii-
dolph inhis command at the Cape of GoodHope; and that they htave
made reparation to Dr. Stirlinig by allow%ving him a few weeks on full
pay in England to completehis twenty-five years' service. This may
be a ready way of settling the dispute, if thereby the whole business
could be quashied, and its results neutralised; but we, as professional
gTuardians, canonly see in this adjudication an aggravation of the in-
justice; and we do not doubt that, when the question is asked in Parlia-
ment, the Admiralty explanation will not be very exonerative.

1IrlE PREVENTION OF SCARLATINA.
DR. BALLARD, in one of his able reports as Medical Officer of Health
for Islington, carefully discusses thisimportant point. He writes:

"With regard to scarlet fever, I have this to say, that, while little is
at present known about the conditions, atmospheric or otherwise,
which determine its revival from time to time in a population, thus much
is certain, that it does not arise spontaneouisly-no disease of its class ever
does. The seeds of the malady-something given off from a person
suffering under it-are always present ; isolated cases are niever
wanting in themetropolis. The human systems constituting a popula-
tionlmay be regarded as the soil inwhich the seed is capable of ex-
panding, vivifying, and reproducing its like; but, on the one hand, the
soil is not always in a condition to favour the process, nor, on the other,
are atmospheric conditions always such as to permit of the maintenance
of the vitality of the seed, or to promote its germination. From time
to time, however, the necessary conditions are present, and then an
outbreak of scarlatina occurs. There is nothing in this which is not in
accordance with the analogy of nature. Up to the present time medical
science has not determined, with any precision, what the necessary
conditions for an outbreak are; but, standing upon the everlasting
mundane truth that e niilio nihidftt, it declares absolutely and infallibly
that a germ must exist and be somehow introduced into the human
system before scarlatina as a disease can manifest itself therein. And
experience supports the dictum. Here, then, is a truth with important
practical bearings ! If we do not know with exactness what the con-
dition of the system is which causes the germ of scarlatina to be in-
operative at one time and at another time favours its operation on the
body, we know, at any rate, that it is the duty of all who would check
the spread of the disease to do their utmost to destroy the vitality of the
gel-ns given off from the sick, and to prevent, as far as possible, their
gaining access to other human systems. There is no reason whatever
to believe that ordinary local conditions of unwholesomeness, except in
so far as they favour the retention of the germs of the malady, as
dirtiness in a habitation, or favour personal intercourse with the sick, as
crowding and bad ventilation, have any close connection with the out-
break of the malady anywhere; although there is abundant evidence
that all of them do more or less influence the final result in death or
recovery of any individual case. Hence, taking a practical view of the
subject, it is obvious that the provisions of the old Nuisances Removal
Act are mainly of use to us in combating scarlet fever by enabling us to
enforce general cleanliness, and to promote a better ventilation of places
where from other circumstances the disease is most likely to spread.
The crowding of maany families into a lhouse (I am not speaking of
what is commonly called over-crowding) it is beyond our power to
rectify; we must take such things as we find them. But, are we there-
fore powerless? Certainly not. In the first place, wherever it can be
effected, every case that occurs in a family might be isolated. Amongst
the poor, the proper thing to do is to remove the patient to the hospital;
and I have written to all the District Medical Officers, urging this step
upon them where it is practicable to take it. Next, it is quite possible,
in the majority of instances, to remove from tIle sick apartment all
superfluous woollen or textile matters, such as carpets, curtains, etc.,
which are likely to retain the germs of the disease. These two measures
of precaution cannot be taken or put in force too early in any case. A
suspicious sore throat should at least lead to the prohibition of com-
munication with persons who have not had the disease. In the third
place, the germs of the malady given off from the sick should be fol-
lowed up by disinfectants, by the use of means adapted to destroy their
vitality. And here comes the grand difficulty. In cholera we know
where to find the germs, namely, in the discharges which we can see
and often collect; in scarlatina they are diffused into the atmosphere
and attach themselves eveiywhere. Hence the difficulty of extirpating
infection in a house oiice contaminated by scarlatina. Still measures
of disinfection should be used as early, as thoroughly, and as exten-
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sively as possible. Of all the trustworthy agencies for the disinfection
of rooms, perhaps the most convenient is carbolic acid, which may be
sprinkled upon the floors, even when the patient is in the apartment,
and with which all parts of the room may be washed, as well as the
furniture after his removal, and prior to cleansing and limewhiting.
Clothing, bedding, etc., are best disinfected by dry heat; but where this
is not practicable (as unfortunately it is not in Islington) all such
articles as are to be washed might be soaked for a time in a dilute
solution of the same substance. Accordingly it is this which, under the
powers given by the Sanitary Act, we are attempting now."

SECTION OF THE' ABDOMINAL NERVES IN RELATION TO
INTESTINAL FLUX.

Som,IE experiments by AM. Moreau, showing "the inifluence of section
of the nerves on the production of intestinal fluids", have lately
been brought before the notice of the French Academy of Sciences
(Comnptes Renduis des Siances de Z'Acatinie des Scientces, tom. lxvi,
I868, pp. 554-557) by M. Claude Bernard, in whose laboratory at
the College de France they were performed. The animal selected for
experiment on this occasioln was a large sized and healthy dog,, which
lhad been kept fasting since the previous day, so as to ensure an
empty condition of the intestine. Chloroform having been adminis-
tered, an incision was made in the abdominal parietes, along the linea
alba; and a large fold of intestinie was exposed, which was separated by
four ligatures into three distinct compartments. M. Moreau then
isolated, with the greatest care, the nerves distributed to the central
compartment; and, having carefully cut tllem, he replaced the intes-
tine, and sewed up the wounid in the abdomen. After the lapse of se-
veral hours, the dog was killed; and, on again opening its abdomen,
the central compartment of the tied intestine, which had been deprived
of nervous influence, was found to contain fluid, whiclh M. Moreau
drew off by means of a trocar, and subsequently determined its composi-
tion by qualitative and quantitative analyses; whilst the two adjoining
compartments, wlhich were duly supplied with nerves, were not only
empty, but their mucous membrane was observed to be even dry. It
may be interesting to notice that the quantity of fluid contained in a
fold of intestine, thus experimentally deprived of nervous influence, ap-
pears to vary in accordance with the length of time whiclh the animal
is permitted to live after the operation; for whilst, in the case of the
dog which was killeri three hours after section of the nerves, there were
1OO grammiliies of fluid contained in the nerveless fold of intestine, in
another case, which wvas brought before the Societe de Biologie, and in
which the animal was killed eighteen hours after the operation, the
quantity of fluid was found to be 225 gr-amnmes. There is need of fur-
ther investigation in experimental physiology, before finally accepting
the conclusion drawn by M. Moreau from his experiments; viz., " that
section of the nerves distributed to a fold of intestine determines the
production of liquid in that fold." It is not unlikely that division of
the nerves, by its paralysing effect upon the arteries, may result in a
flux of liquid through the mucous membrane of the bowel; but to base
upon such an experiment the assulmption that the choleraic flux results
from a direct and primary impression upon the nerves would be prema-
ture and unwise.

ASTLEY COOPER PRIZE.
TIIE triennial prize of £300, under the will of the late Sir Astley P.
Cooper, Bart., will be awarded in 1871 to the author of the best essay
or treatise on " The Anatomy and Physiology of the Lymphatic System."
The adjudicators will consider that essay to possess most merit which
contains additional facts respecting the existence of lymphatics in those
tissues and organs hitherto thought to be devoid of them; or demon-
strates the mode in which they originate, or communicate with the
bloodvessels; 6r explains the functions of the lymphatic vessels and
glands in the animal body. Essays, either written in the English langLage,
or, if in a foreign language, accompanied by an English translation,
must be sent to Guy's Hospital on or before January Ist, I871, addressed
to the Physicians and Surgeons of Guy's Hospital, from whom the con-
ditions may be learnt.

THE PAPERS FOR THE FELLOWSHIP OF THE COLLEGE OF SURGEONS.
FOR the recentexamination for the Fellowship of theCollege of Surgeons,
there vere fifty-two candidates, of whom all passed but three. The
first examination of another batch of candidates is now going on. The
number of candidates who have presented themselves and passed, is
quite unprecedented. But, looking over the questions which they were
called upon to answer, we are struck with their remarkable and student-
like simplicity. There is onie questioni, indeed, which requires the can-
didate to mention those causes of amaurosis that exist in the eye itself,
and are recognisable with the ophthalmoscope; and to give an outline of
one case of any such disease which he has observed. And, in the Ana-
tomy paper, the student is to " mention the appearance of the fulldus
of a healthy eye as seen with an ophthalmoscope." This is a little out
of the ordinary way, and is a Collegiate recognition of this outlandish
instrument, which is almost an innovation. But then only four out of
six questions need be answered; we believe that, in the majority of in-
stances, this was not selected, and the students and candidates declined
to "mentioi" the subject. The Anatomy papers are really only wortlly
of a first year's class of students in Anatomy and Physiology.

VACANT EXAMIINERSIIJP AT THIE ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS.

WE understand that Mr. Luke has intimated his intention not again to
act as examiner after the close of the present examinations at the Col-
lege of Surgeons. The vacancy will be filled in time for the July exa-
minations. The natural successor in the office will be MIr. Samuel
Lane, vho, though still in his first term of office in the Council, is next
in seniority. Mr. Lane is well known as perhaps the ablest and most
successful teacher of alnatomy since the days of Grainger. Like him, he
founded a school of anatomy which enjoyed a considerable reputation
for many years, and has left a flourishing heritage. His original
work with the microscope and scalpel, at a time when the microscope
was far less appreciated than it is now, and his lonig experience as a
teacher down to within a very recent period; his present work of revi-
sion of Cooper's Surgical Dictionary, making a critical examination of
recent advances in surgery; and his many years of hospital experience,-
give to Mr. Lane a rare combination of the qualities necessary for ale
examiner. He adds to them unvarying courtesy and gentleness, and anl
habitual familiarity with the character of students, g,ained in many
years' management of a school.

a HE REPORTS OF THE NAVAL 2MEDICAL DEPARTMIENT.
WE; are happy to learn that it is intended to include, in the fortlh-
coming Report of the Medical Department of the Navy, memoirs and
notes on the more interesting and important subjects brought under no-
tice by medical officers of the naval service. We cannot doubt that,
witli the very small liberality of an adequate allowance for expenses,
the Medical Department of the Navy would produce annually a series
of reports which would rival in value the admirable and most interest-
ing blue-books of the Army Medical Department. The Blane prize-
essays must be a rich store of valuable matter. We lheartily hope that
the department may be enabled to render those services to medical sci--
ence of which it is undoubtedly capable.

THE ST. TIIOMAS' S HOSPITAL OLD STUDENTTS BIENNIAL DINNER.
THE St. Trhomas's Hospital old students' biennial dinner took place oin
Thursday, May 2Ist, at the Cannon Street Hotel, Dr. Barker, Honor-
ary Consulting Plhysician to the Hospital, presiding. There vas a
large attendance, upwards of two hundred old students sitting down to
dinner. The usual toasts, " The Quteen and Royal Family," the
"Army and Navy and Volunteers," wvere proposed by the chairman.
In proposing " Prosperity to St. Thomas's Hospital," Dr. Barker re-
ferred in warm terms to the energetic and successful manner in which
the Treasurer, Mr. Hicks, had brought the Hospital buildings to their
present forward state, and the general interest he took in the welfare of
everyone connected with the hospital. Dr. Barker's health was then
proposed by MIr. Hicks in very warm terms; the " Medical and Sur-
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gical Staff" by Dr. Barker, and responded to by Dr. Bennett and Mr.
Solly. The "Medical School and the retired Staff" next followed.
Professor Le Gros Clark, in proposing the toast of the evening, " The
Old Students of the Hospital," coupled with it the name of Mr. George
Cooper, Master of the Apothecaries' Company, who responded in a
genial speech, which elicited hearty applause. The toast of the
" Visitors," resporded to by Mr. Curry, concluded the proceedings of
the evening, which were of a most satisfactory character. The arrange-
ments for the dinner were excellent, and gave universal satisfaction.

" SPIRITUALIS.M.'"
VICE-CHIANCELLOR SIR G. M. GIFFARD, in delivering judgment in
the case of Lyon v. Home, spoke a few sentences with regard to the
so-called "spiritualism" of which the defendant is a "medium", that
well deserve permanent record as a valid criticism of a prevalent psy-
clhological delusion which readily lends itself to imposture.

" I have now only a few words to say in conclusion. I know nothing
of what is called 'spiritualism', otherwise than from the evidence be-
fore me; nor would it be right that I should advert to it, except as por-
trayed by that evidence. It is not for me to conjecture what may or
may not be the effect of a peculiar nervous organisation, or how far
that effect may be communicated to others, or how far some things may
appear to some minds as supernatural realities, which to ordinary minds
and senses are not real. But, as regards the manifestations and com-
munications referred to in this cause, I have to observe, in the first place,
that they were brouglht about by some means or other after, and in coni-
sequence of, the defendant's presence-how, there is no proof to show;
in the next, that they tend to give the defendant influence over the
plaintiff, as well as pecuniary benefit; in the next, that the system, as
presented by the evidence, is mischievous nonsense, well calculated, oil
the one hand, to delude the vain, the weak, the foolish, and the super-
stitious; and, on the otlher, to assist the projects of the needy and of
the adventurer; and, lastly, that beyond all doubt there is plain law
enough and plain sense enough to forbid and prevent the retention of
acquisitions suclh as these by any ' medium', whether with or without a
-strange gift. And that this should be so is of public concern, and (to
use the words of Lord Ilardwicke) 'of the highest public utility'."
Judgment was given against the defendant, Home; and he has to

transfer and assign the whole of the fraudulently acquired £60,000 to the
plaintiff, Mrs. L-yon.

DR. GIBB' S BARONETCY.
ATr a special meetinig of the honse committee of Westminster Hospital,
held on Tuesday the 26th instant, at one o'clock, the following resolu-
tion was passed unanimously: "That Dr. Gibb, not having furnished
any evidence of his right to the baronetcy he claims, satisfactory either
to the Medical Council of Education and Registration, or to the Royal
College of Physicians, or to this board, it is resolved that the resolu-
tions of the house committee of May 14, I867, directing that the neces-
sary alterations be made on the notice boards, letters, etc., and list of
governors, be rescinded; and that the name be restored as it stood pre-
viously." Dr. Gibb's solicitor, however, writes to us to say that the
Attorney-General has been satisfied of the justice of Dr. Gibb's claim.
He does not say how or when. Dr. Gibb is a man of such amiable and
excellent character, and so hard a professional worker, that it is greatly
to be regretted that a con/rctmps so unpleasant should arise, as the
using a title before having satisfactorily pr-oved his claim to it before
an accepted tribunal.

SPOTTING THE WINNERS.
THE correct card of the race (to use the current languagc of the week)
for the seats in the Council of the College of Surgeons, includes, we
believe, as starters, Sir William Fergusson, Mr. Partridge, Mr. Simon,
Mr. Erasmus Wilson, Mr. John Gay, Mr. Brooke, Mr. Cooper, and
Mr. Luther Holden. Sir William Fergusson is decidedly the first fa-
vourite; and for places, Mr. Simon, Mr. Holden, and Mr. Erasmus
Wilson, have the call, in the order named. There has been much
canvassing; but there is every reason to believe that the contest will be
conducted without anger, and that the bad example set by a medical

journal last week will be discountenanced. There is not one name on
the list which would not do credit to the Council; and it is only the
balance of various claims which at present inclines the majority of the
Fellows in favour of the few whom we have named.

CHAIR OF MIDWIFERY IN TIIE UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW.
By the death of Dr. Pagon of Glasgow, at an advanced age, the Pro-
fessorship of Midwvvifery in the University of Glasgow becomes vacant.
We believe that Dr. Leishman, Dr. A. Simpsoni, and Dr. Wilson, are
candidates; and of these it is said that Dr. Simpson, who has already
shown himself not unworthy of the great obstetrical name which he
bears, is the favourite.

PROFESSOR HUXLEY'S HUNTERIAN LEC-
TURES ON THE INVERTEBRATA.

Deli-vc,-ed at bie Royal College of Szurgeois of Entgland.

LECTURE XVI.
THE Trilobita are onily known in the fossil state. WVe have but little
informationi about them, but that little is very remarkable. There is a
Cephalothorax (often with large eyes), and behind it free somites, termin-
ating posteriorly in a Pygidium formed of one somite or of several fused
together. They vere marine, and seem to have been Crustaceans; but
they differ from all existing Arthropods in that they have the head divided
into three parts by the "great suture", and by the apparently complete
absence ofany appendages, whether legs orjaws. The ventral part ofeacl
somite, even of the cephalic ones, was quite soft, like the ventral part ofthe
abdomen of ordinary crabs. There was nevertheless a large labium.
The Trilobita present certain obvious resemblances to Limulus; they
also show an affinity to some Amphipodous Edriophthalmia, e.g., Serolis;
finally, they are decidedly like certaini Copepods, especially the beauti-
ful Saphirina, which has very small limbs.
The Copepoda are only known in the recent state; but they are all

exceedingly small, and more or less soft, so their discovery in a fossil
state is improbable. The somites are always less than twenty in num-
ber, and the abdomen is devoid of true appendages. The antennules
are very largely developed, and are the main locomotive organs. The
posterior appendages are uinited together in the middle line as in Limu-
lus. In some forms, there is a heart; in others, it is absent. The
nervous system is concentrated. Almost always the eggs are colnected
together and with the generative orifice by a tenacious secretion; the
parent thus having two pyriform egg-bags attached, one on each side of
its body. The embryo has three pairs of locomotive appendages, and
vas at first described under the telm Nauplius. Many Copepods are
parasitic; and some forms become so extremely distorted and degraded,
that their true nature is revealed by their embryonic state alone. In
some, the female loses almost all appendages, becoming a ver-miform
animal bearing a pair of egg-bags. The males are almost always mucl
less modified, often retaining much of the Nauplius condition. They are
sometimes quite minute when compared with the females.
The Copepoda seem to be a central group of Crustacea, connected

perhaps genetically with some ancient permanently Nauplius-like form.
They are related on one hand to the Branchiopoda, on the other to the
Merostomata.
The Arachnida (the next primary division of the Arthropoda) maybe

illustrated by taking the Scorpion for a type. Here we have a body,
consisting of a series of free somites behind a cephalo-thorax. The
number of the somites behind the mouth is the same as in the Lobster;
namely, sixteen. At the hinder end of the body is the sting, which is
a modified telson. The appendages, which answer to the two pairs of
maxillae of the Lobster, are modified into locomotive limbs; but this is
also the case in the King Crab (Limulus). There are also two other pairs
of locomotive limbs, four pairs in all. The mandibles of the Lobster
are represented only by their modified pulps, which are in the form oftwo
great limbs terminated by large claws. The bases of these limbs do not
(as in Limulus) serve as jaws, as no Arachnidan masticates. The an-
tennae are chelate, as also are those of Limulus. Antennules and eye-
stalks are wanting; but this is the case also in air-breathing Crustacea,
as, indeed, in all air-breathing Arthropods. The exceedingly minute
mouth leads into a small bag-like cavity, which, doubtless, by its alter-
nate dilatation and contraction, propels the juices of -the prey into the
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